Subject: spamassassin filter redirect
Posted by Griffyn on Wed, 05 Jul 2006 02:22:44 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

We use the Reject/Redirect option in the SpamAssassion filter to send all mail above rated above
4.8 but below 12 to a holding mailbox that is manually inspected, to be sure that no legitimate mail
is rejected.
The problem is that the sender receives a failure e-mail stating that the recipient could not be
reached. I modified the message in the SMTP proxy to indicate that their 'mail was identified as
spam and has been delayed', but senders aren't reading this, and are just resending. This affects
the auto whitelist.
I want to be able to Accept/Redirect these messages, so that the sender doesn't get any failure
message. Is this possible?

Subject: Re: spamassassin filter redirect
Posted by support on Thu, 06 Jul 2006 09:10:25 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

> We use the Reject/Redirect option in the SpamAssassion filter
> to send all mail above rated above 4.8 but below 12 to a
> holding mailbox that is manually inspected, to be sure that no
> legitimate mail is rejected.
>
> The problem is that the sender receives a failure e-mail
> stating that the recipient could not be reached. I modified
> the message in the SMTP proxy to indicate that their 'mail was
> identified as spam and has been delayed', but senders aren't
> reading this, and are just resending. This affects the auto
> whitelist.
>
> I want to be able to Accept/Redirect these messages, so that
> the sender doesn't get any failure message. Is this possible?
Yes, you can change the Spam Policy to "Accept/Redirect" if you
check the "Advanced Configuration" checkbox on the first page
of the SpamAssassin Filter wizard.
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